SAILORS ON RUSSIAN WARSHIPS IN BLACK SEA MUTINY, MURDER TWO ADMIRALS AND HOIST REVOLUTIONARY FLAG

12 ARE KILLED IN WRECK

Santa Fe Passenger Train Derailed Near Sheffield, Missouri, While Running at High Rate of Speed Through Cut.

THIRTY INJURED TAKEN FROM TANGLED WRECKAGE

Mail Clerk, Baggage and Porter Among the Dead—Train Derailed as It Was Approaching the Edge of a High Cliff. Thirty Men Injured, Some of Them From the Crew of the Locomotive. The Engine and Car Wrecked, but the Train Was Cleared in Time to Prevent a Disaster.

Foreign Exhibits and Agricultural buildings, two of the most beautiful structures on the exposition grounds, and costing over $120,000, cannot now be repaired at any price. The state commissioners would gladly spend $1,000 for either, but lumber will probably have to go to the expense of having the buildings repaired.

WORKMEN SUCCEED SIGHTSEEERS AT FAIR AND WRECKING IS RUSHED

Rolling Have Been Torn Away, Railroad Tracks Are Laid, Exhibits Are Mostly Removed—Tent热度 still Greets at Landscape—Agitated by Climbing

John Schneider, a Seltwood Laborer, E. L. Anderson of Missouri and A. T. Skene of California Think They Were Satisfied by Guiteras & McCrossen.

Kaiser Sends Cruisers and Torpedo Boats From Kiel to Protect Nicholas, Who Ships Crown Jewels.

Witte Not Yet Clothed With Authority—Provisional Government Set Up by St. Petersburg Students—Crowds More Riotous.

Chicago, Ill., Oct. 1.—The usual joyousness in observance of the birthday.

Five officials lost in a burning mine.

Six million loot in Philadelphia filtered.

World famed prima donna ill and impoverished.

Fires, gold krans forced by poverty from retirement to keep boating house.

Blind man leads mother safely through fire.

Counsel for man who lost a fortune by getting Jewish girl as uncle asked.

plits and darning jets.

The most famous girl ever to grace the stage, whose name is household, has been embroiled in a financial storm which threatens to engulf her. She has been forced to retire from the stage.

Refusing a million web daughter of gentle.

New York, Oct. 1.—The famous girl, whose name is household, has been embroiled in a financial storm which threatens to engulf her. She has been forced to retire from the stage.